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Business Meets Government Summit 2017
Promising Signs, But More Work To Do

AmCham, together with the 
Hungarian Investment Promotion 
Agency (HIPA) organized the third 
Business Meets Government 
Summit on September 28, with 
the aim yet again of setting out 
proposals for how to improve 
education, taxation, the regulatory 
environment and innovation.

By Levente Horompoli-Toth, AmCham Staff

The primary objective of the conference has, since 
its inception, been to develop a coherent national 
strategy to make Hungary a more competitive place 

to invest in. In order to achieve that, an annual cycle of 
ongoing consultation takes place, with the "Business 
Meets Government Summit" is of key importance.

In his opening remarks, HIPA president Róbert Ésik 
praised the results of previous years as several 
proposed items have been implemented. Hungary 
has also moved up the value chain and improved 
her FDI ranking in comparison to other V4 countries. 

“We at HIPA will make sure that constructive ideas 
will continue to get support,” he concluded.

AmCham president Farkas Bársony stressed that, 
indeed, considerable progress has been made since 
the regular structured dialogue with the government 
started; cutting the corporate income tax to 9%, for 
example, was a game changer. Other achievements 
include improving dual education, providing R&D 

incentives and putting an increased focus on 
language training. Such measures must have 
contributed to the fact that Hungary has advanced 
nine places in the World Economic Forum’s latest 
annual global competitiveness ranking, also 
released in the same week as the summit.

“There is still a lot to do concerning, among others, 
education reform, efficiency improvements and 
the need to have more investments of higher 
added value,” Bársony said. “We need to carry the 
momentum and identify the main priorities for the 
upcoming year.” 

U.S.-Hungarian economic relations thriving
On behalf of the government, Péter Szijjártó, Minister 
of Foreign Affairs and Trade reported on successful 
talks with U.S. businesses during his latest trip to the 

United States, where he had met with 31 companies 
in New York City, many of which shared plans to 
invest more in Hungary.

“The U.S. is a natural and strategic ally of ours, and 
the American and the Hungarian government both 
focus on pragmatism,” Szijjártó said, reminding that 
it is the core responsibility of every state to ensure 
security of people and investments. 

“And I can assure you that the safety of American 
investments is fully guaranteed here,” he added.

More FDI from America should be expected, 
specifically from Indiana, which is the first individual 
American state Hungary has ever signed an 
economic agreement with. 

Continued on page 6. 
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Consultation with NGM
High-level representatives of the Ministry for National Economy 
(NGM) met with an AmCham delegation led by its president Dr. 
Farkas Bársony on July 5, at the sixth quarterly AmCham-NGM 
strategic working group meeting.

Fourteen AmCham members and officers attended the meeting, 
led by the president, and including representatives of the leadership 
of all four of the chamber’s Policy Task Force (PTF) groups.

For the ministry, the party comprised State Secretary for 
Economic Regulation István Lepsényi, Deputy State Secretary for 
Vocational Training and Adult Education Gáborné Pölöskei, and 
Deputy State Secretary of Labor Market Simon Attila István, among 
others.

State Secretary Lepsényi gave a detailed presentation about 
recent macroeconomic trends in Hungary. A number of other topics 
were covered, including the work of the National Competitiveness 
Council (President Bársony, who sits on the council, gave a 
detailed summary of recent meetings), telework regulation, 
recommendations on changes to VAT regulation, vocational training, 
adult education and other topics related to taxation.  

Ministry experts also shared their feedback on AmCham’s 
competitive workforce and innovation related recommendations for 
the “Cooperation For A More Competitive Hungary 2017” package.

As a follow-up to the meeting, the department of the Deputy 
State Secretary for the Labor Market worked out modifications to 
the Act XCIII of 1993 on Labor Safety and asked AmCham for its 
position, which was sent to the Ministry for National Economy in 
early September. 

In line with the chamber’s main goal of promoting a clear and 
up-to-date regulatory environment for remote work, AmCham’s 
Competitive Workforce Policy Task Force and Regulatory 
Committee jointly reviewed the planned modification of the law 

(Act XCIII of 1993 on Labor Safety), which impacts the regulatory 
framework for remote work. 

Companies and employees see the need for expanding new, 
flexible employment schemes in the coming years, which is partly 
driven by the wide-scale spread of digitalization that is rapidly 
transforming workplaces, ways of communication and work 
processes. 

The AmCham-NGM Strategic Working Group was established 
in 2015, with regular quarterly meetings designed to ensure 
more progressive and structured consultation between the two 
organizations.

 
Feedback on GDPR
Within the framework of the Strategic Agreement between 
AmCham and the Ministry of Justice, the ministry asked the 
chamber to send its feedback on the planned modification of Act 
CXII of 2011 on Informational Self-Determination and Freedom of 
Information (the so-called "Privacy Act"), which will be modified 
to harmonize Hungarian law with the General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) of the European Union, to be implemented by 
May 25, 2018.

Preparation of the AmCham position started in early June, with 
the Regulatory Committee’s decision to launch a survey among the 
chamber membership to explore the current status and suggestions 
for improvements. More than 60 members participated in the survey, 
which had been sent out at the end of June. 

Following the ministry’s direct request for feedback, several 
legal experts, consultants and lawyers from the membership 
worked together to create a joint AmCham position, which was sent 
to the ministry on September 8. In it, AmCham advocates for more 
structured, transparent legislation to make law-interpretation as 
clear as possible for economic players, and to ensure a more 
competitive regulatory environment for businesses in Hungary. 

On September 14, AmCham was invited to participate at an 
expert-level meeting with representatives of the Ministry of Justice 
to discuss these recommendations in detail.

AmCham’s Regulatory Committee will continue to closely follow 
GDPR related legislative issues and will share important updates 
with the membership.

The Ministry of Justice also asked AmCham’s Regulatory 
Committee to send its feedback on the planned modification 
of Act LVII of 1996 on the Prohibition of Unfair and Restrictive 
Market Practices legislation. On this occasion, preparation of the 
chamber’s position was closely coordinated with the Hungarian 
Competition Law Association, and was sent on August 30.

Industry 4.0
An AmCham delegation met Deputy State Secretary for Economic 
Development and Regulation Zoltán Marczinkó and other 
representatives of the Ministry for National Economy (NGM) 
to discuss the “Industry 4.0 Strategy” created by the National 
Technology Platform and the government proposal prepared by 
the ministry.

Following the face-to face meeting at the ministry on July 26, 
AmCham has also undertaken to submit the chamber’s written 
opinion, based on recommendations shared at the ministry and 
proposals sent to AmCham by member companies that were not 
able to attend the meeting.
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Advocacy Update
AmCham was singled out for singular praise by 
Hungary’s pick to be its next man in Washington, 
Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade László 
Szabó. Addressing an AmCham Podium event, 
Szabó described the chamber as “one of the brain 
parents” of the “Invented in Hungary” approach the 
government is now advocating.

Speaking at the Kempinski Hotel Corvinus 
Budapest on June 29 before taking up his new 
posting, and sharing the podium with U.S. Embassy 
Chargé d’Affaires David J. Kostelancik, the deputy 
minister said he was a fan of AmCham, having 
been a member in his private sector days through 
two pharmaceutical companies. “AmCham has 
had a tremendous impact on economic policy,” he 
said, referencing the chamber’s advocacy in recent 
years.

The government’s switch from a “Made in Hungary” 
philosophy to an “Invented in Hungary” mind set 

“could be credited to AmCham from your strategy 
papers”. The same could be said, at least partially, 
about the decision to lower the corporate tax. “I 
encourage you to be brave, to come up with ideas 
and make sure the Hungarian government listens 
to them," he said.”

Energy Security
In terms of energy security, Szabó said he would 
do all he could to help U.S. liquid natural gas reach 
the shores of Croatia. “If we achieve that one thing I 
would feel very comfortable about my success [as 
ambassador],” he said.

Kostelancik praised the choice of Szabó as the 
next ambassador in Washington. “With his private-
sector background in the United States and his 
experience with trade promotion, László is uniquely 
positioned to help advance our trade ties. I think 
his appointment as Hungary’s Ambassador to the 
United States shows how seriously our Hungarian 
partners take this issue.”

U.S. investments in Hungary “are good for both 
of our countries”, he said. “American businesses 
here contribute to economic growth, they introduce 
good business practices, they pay taxes, they are  

active members of local communities, and they 
create well-paying jobs for Hungarians. That is very 
important.”

He said that U.S. executives he meets in his 
work compliment Hungary’s business friendly 
environment, and “appreciate the help they receive 
from the Hungarian government. Companies are 
far more likely to succeed and grow if they can 
work with a government – which is the case – that 
cares about competition and innovation and that can 
help with finding new partners, making sales, and 
launching investments.”

Talking of the stability and depth of the broader bilateral 
relationship Kostelancik added “I can say with absolute 
confidence that the U.S.-Hungary bilateral relationship 
rests on some strong foundations”, the strongest and 
most obvious of which is NATO.

Investment Climate Survey
On the same day that he was speaking, the State 
Department’s 2017 Investment Climate Statements for 
Hungary and the rest of the world were released in 
Washington D.C. “I can say the Statement for Hungary 
will present the significant advantages to investing 
and doing business in Hungary. […] It will also present 
some of the challenges that potential foreign investors 
face in Hungary – challenges such as corruption or 
unpredictability,” he said.

“We as an Embassy are committed to doing everything 
we can to boosting bilateral trade and investment 
between Hungary and the United States. … I see the 
potential for many more success stories to occur thanks 
to the work of Dr. Szabó and you all that will benefit both 
of our countries in the years ahead.”  

“These issues are very important to American investors 
in Hungary – potential or actual – and they are a 
large part of the reason that we, the U.S. Government, 
frequently talk about the need for transparency, the rule 
of law, and effective democratic institutions. We do that as 
a friend, as an ally, as a partner. To get there, though, we 
must be honest and constructive when there are issues 
to be discussed, and I can say that the United States is 
committed to working with Hungary to address the 
challenges as a partner and a friend,” he added
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AmCham President 
Awarded Knight’s Cross

Marking St. Stephen’s Day, the anniversary of 
the foundation of the Hungarian state, AmCham 
president and GE Hungary managing director 
Farkas Bársony has been awarded a significant 
public honor. 

He received the Knight's Cross of the Order of 
Merit of the Republic of Hungary from Minister 
for National Economy Mihály Varga (acting on 
behalf of János Áder, President of Hungary) for 
his outstanding contributions to improving the 

Hungarian-American business relationship, on 
August 21.

At the headquarters of the Ministry for National 
Economy, Minister Varga said those who 
receive the recognition are contributing to the 
advancement of Hungary, not only with their work, 
but also as exemplars as Hungarian citizens. “The 
achievements awarded this year provide the 
foundation for our future” he said, according to 
government news portal kormany.hu.

‘Be Brave’ Ambassador-to-be Tells AmCham

According to Wikipedia, the Knights Cross is the lowest ranking honor of the Hungarian Order of Merit 
(Magyar Érdemrend in Hungarian), the others being, in ascending order: Officer’s Cross; Commander’s 
Cross; Commander’s Cross with Star; Grand Cross; and Grand Cross with Chain (reserved for heads of state). 
The Order of Merit is Hungary’s second highest State Order (behind the Order of Saint Stephen of Hungary). 
Founded in 1991, it is a revival of an original order established in 1946 and abolished in 1949 when the Communist 
regime came to power. Its origins, however, can be traced to the Order of Merit of the Kingdom of Hungary, 
which existed from 1922 until 1946.

AmCham Hungary Hosts 
Annual Regional Training 

In late August, AmCham Hungary’s staff hosted 
the annual regional AmCham Summer Training 
program, featuring fellow American Chamber of 
Commerce team members from Serbia, Slovakia, 
and Ukraine at Badacsony, about three-quarters of 
the way down the northern shore of Lake Balaton, 
some 180 km southwest of Budapest.

As with each of these annual summer events, 
the purpose of the training was to share best 

practices, discuss common challenges and 
build a stronger bond between the national 
AmCham teams.

“We would like to thank the delegations of 
AmCham Serbia, AmCham Slovakia, and 
AmCham Ukraine for sharing knowledge 
and experiences with us during these truly 
inspirational days,” said AmCham CEO Írisz 
Lippai-Nagy.

AmCham Hungary hosts annual regional AmCham Summer Training at Badacsony

U.S. Embassy Chargé d’Affaires David J. Kostelancik (left) and now Hungarian 
Ambassador to the U.S László Szabó (right), with MetLife's Judit Zolnay.
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American Airlines to Launch Budapest-
Philadelphia flight in May 2018
American Airlines will be launching a direct 
weekly flight between Budapest and Philadelphia 
in the summer season of 2018, the company 
and Liszt Ferenc International Airport operator 
Budapest Airport announced on August 16 in 
a joint press release. The daily flights will be 
available from May 5 until the end of October. The 
flights will be serviced by Boeing 767-300 aircraft. 
American Airlines last operated a direct flight to 
Budapest in 2011.

Ceva-Phylaxia Inaugurates 
EUR 25 mln Vaccine Plant
French-owned veterinary company Ceva-
Phylaxia inaugurated a EUR 25 mln vaccine 
plant in Budapest on July 12. The investment will 
increase annual production capacity at its base 
and create 60 jobs, said Ceva group chairman-
CEO Marc Prikazsky. Ceva has invested about 
EUR 100 mln in Hungary in the past years, he 
added. “In the case of Ceva-Phylaxia, innovation 
is indeed coupled with results, and I’ve already 
made a note in my diary to be here with you 
again in 2020, or even sooner, to inaugurate our 
next facility,” Prikazsky said. 

Coca-Cola inaugurates Hungary’s 
largest warehouse
Coca-Cola HBC Magyarország Kft. inaugurated 
a HUF 2 bln (USD 7.5 mln) warehouse at 
its base in Dunaharaszti (20 km south of 
Budapest) on September 13, reported vg.hu. 
The 6,500 sqm warehouse is the biggest in 
the country; it can store 8.4 million liters of 
product and it will service more than 30,000 
commercial units.

Mars Pet Food Plant Gets 
HUF 1.5 bln Expansion
U.S.-owned Mars Kisaállateledel Gyártó is 
spending about HUF 1.5 bln (USD 5.6 mln) to 
expand its pet food plant in Csongrád-Bokros, 
the company said on July 7. The investment will 
create 70 jobs, raising headcount at the base to 
900. 

Nissin Group Factory Opens in Kecskemét
Japanese food manufacturing company Nissin 
Foods inaugurated a new EUR 33 mln plant on 
July 6 in Kecskemét (about 100 km southeast of 
Budapest), significantly increasing the company’s 
production capacities in Hungary. The greenfield-
investment established a new factory hall to 
replace previous facilities. The food manufacturing 
company has been producing instant noodle 
products in Kecskemét since 2004, reported 
kormany.hu.

ZF Group Starts EUR 100 mln Factory 
German-owned transmission maker ZF Hungária 
laid the cornerstone of a EUR 100 mln plant in 
Eger (140 km northeast of Budapest) on July 7. 
The 40,000 sqm plant will be completed in the 
summer of next year and employ 770 people to 
make eight-speed automatic transmissions.

HUF 17 bln logistics base for Bosch 
in Hatvan
One of the biggest industrial real estate 
developments in Hungary was launched in Hatvan 
(60 km northeast of Budapest) on September 15, 
where Developer Inpark Hatvan Ipari Park Kft. 
laid the cornerstone for a 60,000 sqm logistics 
base for German engineering giant Bosch in the 
industrial park, reported portfolio.hu. The project 

will cost HUF 17 bln (USD 64.1 mln), 75% of which 
will be funded from a bank loan. The complex is 
scheduled to be completed in the second quarter 
of 2018. The buildings will be sustainable and 
energy efficient. The new logistics base, which 
Bosch will lease at the park, will create 250 jobs. 
Bosch employs about 15,000 people in Hungary. 
Elsewhere, on July 25, Minister of Foreign Affairs 
and Trade Péter Szijjártó announced another 
investment, a HUF 1.6 bln regional service center 
in Miskolc (180 km northeast of Budapest), which 
he said would make Robert Bosch Power Tool 
Ltd. “the largest manufacturer of power tools in 
Europe and the largest unit in the Bosch Group.” 
Szijjártó said the government is providing HUF 358 
mln in non-returnable funding. In return, Bosch 
has promised to create 2,015 new jobs in Miskolc, 

the minister added. “In addition, the company is 
cooperating with 19 education institutions in the 
interests of training new workers. Bosch has 
become the foreign production company that 
employs the most people in Hungary today, with 
the number of people it employs now reaching 
14,200”, Szijjártó added.

Samsonite to build capacity and training 
center in Hungary
U.S. luggage manufacturer Samsonite is to expand 
its Hungarian production capacity by 17%, via its 
new EUR 12 mln 20,000 sqm plant at Szekszárd 
(155 km south of Budapest), which will create 100 
new jobs and will produce suitcases and bags for 
export. Samsonite has been present in Hungary 
since 1989. The government gave Samsonite 
a grant of HUF 889 mln for the investment, as 
well as contributing HUF 2.5 bln toward the 
industrial park where it is located and HUF 3 mln 
for building roads. Samsonite is to build a training 
center, similar to the HUF 3 bln educational facility 
Mercedes Benz is building in Kecskemét.

Wuppermann builds USD 131.1 mln 
logistics center
German steel structure Wuppermann Group 
completed the construction of a production 
and logistics center on September 22 in Gönyű 
(110 km west of Budapest), reported vg.hu. The 
project cost HUF 30 bln (USD 131.1 mln), of 
which the government of Hungary provided 
10% in the form of a grant. Levente Magyar, 
Minister of State of the Ministry of Trade and 
Foreign Affairs said that Hungary’s economy is 
so strong now that even the largest German 
investors find it attractive.

Xellia opens USD 13 mln expansion 
in Budapest
Denmark’s Xellia Pharmaceuticals inaugurated 
a USD 13 mln expansion at its base in Budapest 
on August 22, reported Hungarian news agency, 
MTI. Xellia added microbiology and chemical 
analytical labs, a product stability center and 
administrative offices in a 3,000 sqm building next 
to its manufacturing plant in Budapest’s District 
X. “The new facilities will play a significant role in 
Xellia’s global operational strategy, strengthening 
its product release and stability testing services 
for [Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients] and 
Finished Dosage Form (FDF) produced across 
the company’s other sites in the United States, 
China and Denmark,” the drugmaker said. The 
investment has already created 40 jobs, but 
Xellia aims to raise headcount at the Centralized 
Laboratory Services operation to around 80 by 2019. 

FDI In Hungary

BP inaugurates 2nd Hungarian SSC in Szeged
BP (formerly British Petroleum) inaugurated a shared service center with a staff of 200 (270 by the end of 2017) in a repurposed clothing factory in Szeged on September 
26. Headcount at the SSC is planned to reach 500 by 2020. About 95% of the current staff are Hungarians in Szeged (85% at BP GBS Europe, the Budapest and Szeged 
centers together), 64% are women and 70% are under the age of 35, said COO of Global Business Services and Information Technology and systems Richard Hookway. 
BP picked the southeastern city of Szeged for the SSC because of its good infrastructure, excellent university and large number of talented students, said BP Global 
Business Services VP Brian Puffer. State secretary Levente Magyar added that the government had supported the investment with a sizable grant. Earlier, Minister of 
Foreign Affairs and Trade Peter Szijjártó had announced that the government was awarding BP with a HUF 1.9 billion grant for the HUF 8 bln (USD 30.1 mln) investment, 
state news service MTI reported. BP already employs about 1,700 workers at its global business services center in Budapest, which opened with a staff of 70 in 2009.

IT Multinationals Partner With Hungarian Universities
Institutions of higher education in Hungary have formed partnerships with six multinationals so far to 
foster the country’s next generation of IT professionals, an official from the National Development Ministry 
said, reported Hungarian news agency, MTI on August 6. Colleges and universities have signed contracts 
with Microsoft, Red Hat, Oracle, SAP, National Instruments and Cisco so far this year, said deputy state 
secretary Károly Balázs Solymár. “The goal is to sign a hundred such agreements by 2020,” he added. The 
partnerships were made under the aegis of “Program Your Future”, a government project supported with 
HUF 8.2 bln in European Union funding that offers free IT instruction and aims to popularize the profession 
among youth. “The project also plays the role of a catalyst: it seats universities and ICT companies at a 
virtual table where they can get to know each other’s needs and technologies. The goal is... to educate as 
many young graduates as possible with real market knowledge,” Solymár said. “This requires developing 
cooperation between businesses and educational institutions, as well as raising the social and economic 
profile of the IT profession, and making it more attractive,” he added. Hungary’s labor market is short “at 
least 20,000-22,000” IT professionals, Solymár said.

HIPA may Broker Record FDI This Year
“The level of new investments in Hungary managed by the investment promotion system could break new 
records again this year,” Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade Péter Szijjártó said at a press conference 
on July 25 to assess the work of the Hungarian Investment Promotion Agency (HIPA) during the first six 
months of 2017. During the first half of the year, a record number of 47 new investments in Hungary were 
successfully agreed upon with the involvement of the HIPA, compared to 71 new investment projects for the 
whole of last year. The 47 projects concluded so far represent a total investment of EUR 1.3 bln, 3% more 
than during the same period last year, and will be creating 8,502 new workplaces. 

The AmCham 
Hungary 
Wall Of Fame 
Summer/Fall 2017 Meeting the delegation of the US-Hungary Business Council (June 28)

Meeting with State Secretary István Lepsényi  (July 5)

Independence Day Party (July 9) Facility Management Committee meeting at CBRE (September 14)

Annual Sports Day (September 16) 

Annual Sports Day (September 16) 

Career School with László Lovász, President of the Hungarian Academy 
of Sciences (September 19)

General Financial Education with Reilly Financial Advisors (September 21)
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      New Members On Board

HYSTER Forklift Hungary

Sales Director: Mr. Gábor Nádas
Address: 1044 Budapest, Ezred utca 18.

E-mail: hyster@zks.hu, Web: www.zks.hu

We are the official dealer of HYSTER branded forklifts 
(material handling equipment) of Hungary. This brand was 
founded in North America at the beginning of 20th century. 
The brand manufacturing high quality material handling 
machines in different categories are: empty and laden 
container handling trucks up to 54 tons, counterbalanced 
(gas, diesel and electric) trucks, warehouse equipment 
like reach trucks, pedestrian trucks and very narrow aisle 
trucks. Our main services for customers: new and used 
truck sales, short and long time rental, service and spare 
parts commerce. We have sales and service network all 
accross the country. Our goal in daily business is to build 
strong partnership with tough trucks!

corporate business

Gárdos Füredi 
Mosonyi Tomori

 Law Office

Partner: Mr. István Gárdos
Address: 1056 Budapest, Váci utca 81.

E-mail: postmaster@gfmt.hu
Web: www.gfmt.hu

Law O�ce · Established 1992

As an important actor of the legal services market, having 
an expertise in banking, securities and insurance law, we 
assist our clients by providing services of outstanding 
quality that live up to the highest professional and ethical 
standards for more than 25 years.

Nextent  
Informatika Zrt.

CTO: Mr. Balázs Szalai
Address: 1138 Budapest,  
Madarász Viktor u. 47-49. 
E-mail: info@nextent.hu
Web: www.nextent.hu

Since 1998, Nextent Informatics Co. is a dynamic player 
of the IT application development and related advisory 
areas. Our scope of activities includes business 
decision support, application of innovative and Big Data 
technologies, data warehouses and data management. 
We fulfill innovative, custom made development 
projects with our own development team.

Ambiance RE Consulting

Consultant, Sales Coach: 
Mr. Csaba Csényi

Address: 1132 Budapest, Victor Hugo u. 45.
E-mail: office@ambianceregional.com
Web: www.ambianceregional.com

We, in the Ambiance Regional boutique consultancy 
offer tailor-made development packages for your 
colleagues and your enterprise. The business 
coaching services provided are based on ICF 
accredited standards and aim at unblocking personal 
obstacles, while the sustainable strategy consultancy, 
project and interim management services are 
rendered to support your organisation in leveraging 
various market opportunities.

Rushun Business 
Consulting

CEO: Mr. István Döbrei
Address: 7090 Tamási, Petőfi utca 12. 

E-mail: istvan.dobrei@rushun.eu
Web: www.rushun.hu

At RUSHUN Business Consulting Ltd. the main purpose of 
our activity is to provide full support to businesses operating 
in Russia and Hungary, focusing on the harmonization of 
legal issues and differences between the two countries 
and the European Union, and paying special attention to 
the cultural differences between the three sides. Our 
services cover the full range of business activities from the 
complicated first steps of company registration with all the 
related documentations to various business investments. 
Thanks to our extensive international business network 
and our team of experts with local and international 
business experience and relations, we provide our partners 
expanding to Central Europe and Russia with essential 
services required for their success.

Association of International 
Certified Professional 
Accountants - CIMA

Manager, Business Development, 
Central and Eastern Europe: 

Ms. Beata J. Bednarska
E-mail: Beata.Bednarska@aicpa-cima.com

Web: www.aicpaglobal.com
The Association of International Certified Professional 
Accountants is the most influential body of professional 
accountants, combining the strengths of the American 
Institute of CPAs (AICPA) and the Chartered Institute of 
A1:M9 Accountants (CIMA) to power opportunity , trust 
and prosperity for people, businesses and economies 
worldwide. It represents 650,000 members and students in 
public and management accounting and advocates for the 
public interest and business sustainability on current and 
ememeging issues. With broad reach, rigor and resources 
the Association advances the reputation, employability 
and quality of CPAs, CGMAs and accounting and finance 
professionals globally.

Hillel Hungary

President: Mr. Zoltán Mázel
Vice President: Ms. Eszter Rubin

Address: 1053 Budapest, Ferenciek tere 7-8.
E-mail: info@hillelhungary.org
Web: www.hillelhungary.org

Hillel Hungary is a member of Hillel International, which is 
the largest Jewish Student Organization in the world. Here, in 
Hungary, we operate both as an official Student Organization 
at the Corvinus University of Budapest and as a Non-profit 
Association registered in Budapest. We joined the Hillel 
network in March of 2015 as the 56th country in which Hillel is 
represented. Our mission is to create a young and intellectual 
Jewish community in which our members help and support 
each other in their studies, careers and their personal lives. 
We are proud to be a part of the organization which can 
be found in the world's most prestigious universities like: 
Harvard, UPENN (Wharton), Columbia, Yale, MIT, Stanford, 
NYU(Stern), Princeton, etc.

take-off Non-profit

citibank.hu

For over 200 years, we’ve made it 
our job to enable companies, public
sector entities and institutions to
transact, finance, invest, and grow.

We’re proud to keep this spirit of
enterprise going strong in Hungary, 
putting the combined strengths of 
our Banking and our Service Center
teams to work to help Citi clients
make progress around the world.
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LOCALLY FOCUSED.
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Why is Hungary a 
good place to do 
business?
Personally, I very 
much like being 
in Hungary: I love 
the atmosphere 
of Budapest, the 
people, the vibe, 
the landscape. 
Professionally, I 
would highlight 
the large number 
of talented and 

ambitious people who are motivated and 
passionate about taking our business to the next 
level. As a mobile operator, we see plenty of 
potential on the Hungarian market: mobile data 
penetration is very low here, digital commerce, 
content consumption and digital finance are in 
their early stages of development, thus we can 
contribute to the digitalization of Hungary with 
our services and our educational efforts.
 
What would you like to see changed to 
improve the business climate here?
Although in recent years a lot has been done to 
improve the framework for digitalization, I think 
that all the conditions can be further improved. 
There are still extra taxes on telecommunications 
services in place, as if they were harmful; digital 
education at schools is rather limited and, in 
terms of language training, Hungary has not 
reached its full potential. For the future of the 
Hungarian labor force, it would also be important 

to help the disadvantaged and close the economic 
and digital gap for better and more equal access 
to education and other services.

What do you most value about being an 
AmCham Patron member?
We appreciate AmCham’s very high level of 
activity: it is now the most active and vocal 
business association in Hungary. In certain 
respects, AmCham has gone beyond the role 
of a commercial chamber when it published its 
policy agenda and is now acting like a think tank 
for the Hungarian business community.

About Telenor: 
Since its establishment in Hungary 23 years 
ago in 1994, Telenor has been a leading mobile 
operator here. The Norwegian-owned company 
is today serving more than three million 
customers. Its Hipernet mobile internet network 
is among the best in the world based on third-
party surveys, and Telenor was the first mobile 
operator to launch innovative digital services such 
as MyTV and unlimited data tariff plans. Telenor 
is committed to investment in Hungary as well as 
transparent and ethical business operations. The 
total workforce in Hungary is 1,100. 

www.telenor.hu

Telenor Hungary

Alexandra Reich,
CEO, 
Telenor Hungary

patron profile

Continued from page 1. 

Bilateral trade cooperation has also been 
characterized by dynamism and balanced 
development, with the United States having 
become the No. 1 export destination for Hungary 
outside the EU. 

“Total trade grew to USD 5.5 billion; the number 
of American companies operating here has 
surpassed the 1,700 mark, and they now employ 
more than 100,000,” Szijjártó said. 

New direct flights connecting Budapest to 
American cities are set to further strengthen 
relations. Polish airline LOT will launch four flights 
per week to New York and will fly twice a week to 
Chicago from May 2018, while American Airlines 
will start operating flights between Budapest and 
Philadelphia.
Hungary is still one of the most attractive countries 
when it comes to investments, the minister 
highlighted. The lowest corporate income tax rate 
in Europe, a German type dual-education program, 
and 3.6% of GDP growth all make the country an 
ideal destination for FDI. Economic activity is also 
underlined by record high employment figures and 
700,000 newly created jobs since 2010.

More V4 cooperation to come
Central European cooperation should also be 
deepened in the future, for which Hungary’s 
current V4 presidency provides a great opportunity. 

“We will do our best to keep this unity so that our 
voice can be heard much more loudly at the EU 
level,” Szijjártó said, albeit he noted that Franco-
German cooperation will continue to determine the 
development of the Union. 

One of the big challenges of today is how 
manufacturing can be combined with digitalization. 
Therefore, foreign companies already operating 
here will no longer need to create new jobs in 
order to get cash incentives, but it will suffice for 
them to invest into new technology. Other R&D-
related incentives and the further decrease of 
employer social security contributions are meant 
to add to economic dynamism, Szijjártó said.

Growth may be hampered by the chronic labor 
shortage, which should be addressed using various 
tools. Ukrainian workers are now enjoying an 
accelerated work permit procedure, unemployed 
people have access to a growing amount of 
training, and companies are also financially 
rewarded for carrying out in-house training. 

Even more desirable would be to attract those 
young skilled Hungarians back that left the country 
in the recent past. Szijjártó mentioned the example 
of the establishment of the new BlackRock SSC 
in Budapest that generated high interest among 
emigrants. “This could be the best repatriation 
program, indeed: the more big brands we can 
convince to set up shop here, the more young 
Hungarians will return.”

Business Meets Government Summit 2017
Promising Signs, But More Work To Do
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A Day to Make it Happen! 
October 14, 2017

We invite all AmCham member companies to take part in this event! 
Make a tangible difference and put smiles on children’s faces!

VENUES: 
ZSÓTÉR PÁL ALAPÍTVÁNY MOZGÁSJAVÍTÓ ÓVODA, Általános Iskola, Szakközépiskola, Gimnázium, 

Egységes Gyógypedagógiai Módszertani Intézmény és Kollégium 1145 Budapest, Mexikói út 59-60.(need: 30-40 person)
We organize a "Sensitization program" for volunteers. The purpose of sensitization is to

 "Consciously influence and influence others” http://new.mozgasjavito.hu/partnereink/partnereink-zsoter-pal-alapitvany/

MÓRA FERENC ELEMENTARY SCHOOL Érd, Csóka utca 2, Holló tér 1.
http://moraiskola.erdcenter.hu/public/moraiskola/hu/menu/iskolankrol.html

More info: www.amchamfoundation.hu, erika.bosnyak@gmail.com or amchamfoundation@gmail.com, 
Phone: Erika Bosnyak: 06/30 941-3001

Companies are kindly asked:
to clean up green spaces, to paint benches, playground toys, fences, and to create and paint pallet furniture 

(for all these, tools and paint are also needed), and to organize games for the children of the homes. 
Used toys, books, and clothes are accepted  (with the exception of underwear and shoes)

Diary Date:  
Thanksgiving Charity Dinner

The Annual AmCham-Marriott Thanksgiving 
Charity Dinner will be held at the Budapest 
Marriott Hotel on Tuesday, November 21, from 
6-10 p.m.

Tickets will cost HUF 15,000 (including VAT) 
per person, with children aged 12-18 getting 
a 50% deduction, and kids under 12 admitted 
free-of-charge. The fee includes unlimited 
consumption of welcome drinks, an all-you-
can-eat buffet, wine, and soft drinks. Those that 
book a table for ten will get a 10% discount.

All proceeds from the charity auction, and HUF 
10,000 from each ticket will be transferred to 
the AmCham Foundation (ACF) Charity Drive 
2017 and SOS Gyermekfalvak Magyarország, 
which is supported by Budapest Marriott Hotel.

If you wish to support the event by offering a 
donation item for the auction, please contact 
Zsófia Juhász at zsofia.juhasz@amcham.hu. 
To guarantee your seat, please register by 
e-mail to peter.kovacs@amcham.hu by Tuesday, 
November 16. Registrations are accepted on a 
first come, first served basis. Please specify 
the number of participants, names, and kids' 
age (if any).


